
MALAYSIA AIRLINES

Find deals and book great value fares to 60+ destinations worldwide. Malaysia Airlines is the national carrier of
Malaysia, offering the best way to fly to, from and .

Malaysia Airlines DC , a backbone for the medium-long haul expansion of the airline from till An economic
boom in Malaysia during the s spurred growth of MAS. He also announced that Malaysia Airlines put some of
its Airbus As up for sale. In-flight connectivity also features a power outlet that accepts multiple plug types.
Mueller initially planned to continue to serve as CEO until September and stay on the airline's board as a
non-executive director to oversee the transition to a new CEO. Costs increased by  The aircraft will be leased
from Air Lease Corporation. By the end of the decade, MAS was flying to 47 overseas destinations, including
eight European destinations, seven Oceanian destinations, and United States destinations of Los Angeles and
Honolulu. Passengers can fold out their personal  Taking the special needs of business travellers into careful
consideration, Malaysia Airlines' Business Class offers a multitude of features and comforts. For the period,
the total fuel cost was RM3. Other cost increases included staff costs, handling and landing fees , aircraft
maintenance and overhaul charges, Widespread Assets Unbundling WAU charges and leases. The most
substantial factor in the losses was fuel costs. Revenue for the financial period was up by  Additionally, the
airline started Project Omega and Project Alpha to improve the company's network and revenue management.
That's why, in Golden Club Business Class, you can enjoy a spacious 60 inch seat pitch on the Airbus A which
transforms into a lie-flat seat at a degree sleeping angle. In the third quarter, fuel costs were RM1. In the event
it did not, the airline would try to rent out the floors it occupied. Bellew's decision to leave Malaysia Airlines
comes just over a year after former chief executive Christoph Mueller left the airline citing personal
circumstances a year after being hired on a three-year mission to revive the state-controlled firm. It also
rescheduled all of its flight timings and changed its operations model from point-to-point services to hub and
spoke services. Despite low labour costs, however, the ratio of ASK revenue to this cost was, at 2. Under the
various initiatives, launched together with the Business Turnaround Plan, Malaysia Airlines switched from
losses to profitability between and  It began flights on 1 October and soon expanded, including introducing
flights from Kuala Lumpur to London. Expected to be delivered between and , they are intended to operate on
medium-haul routes to eastern Asia, Australia, and the Middle East. Total fuel cost increases comprised RM
In April , Malaysia Airlines announced that the airline's entire fleet will be tracked with the satellite flight
tracking system.


